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Abstract—The emergence of new wearable technologies such as
action cameras and smart glasses has increased the interest of the
computer vision scientists in the First Person perspective. Nowadays,
this field is attracting attention and investments of companies aiming to
develop commercial devices with First Person Vision recording capabilities. Due to this interest, it is expected to have an increasing demand
of methods to exploit these videos. The current methods to process
these videos present particular combinations of different image features
and quantitative methods to accomplish specific objectives like object
detection, activity recognition, user machine interaction and so on. This
paper summarizes the evolution of the state of the art in First Person
Vision video analysis between 1997 and 2013, highlighting the most
commonly used features, methods, challenges and opportunities of the
field.

Index Terms—First Person Vision, Egocentric Vision, Wearable Devices, Smart Glasses, Computer Vision, Video Analytics, Humanmachine Interaction.
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I NTRODUCTION

Portable head-mounted cameras able to record dynamic
high quality first-person videos, have become a common
item among sportsmen over the last five years. These
devices represent the first commercial attempts to record
experiences from a first-person perspective. This technological trend is a follow-up of the academic results
obtained in the late 1990s, combined with the growing
interest of the people to record their daily activities.
The idea of recording and analyzing videos from first
person perspective is not new. To mention some examples: In 1998 Mann proposed the WearCam [1]. Later
in 2000, Mayol et al. proposed a necklace device [2],
and in 2005 Mayol et al. developed an active shoulder
mounted camera [3]. In 2006, the Microsoft Research
Center started to use the SenseCam for research purposes [4], while Pentland et al. [5] developed a wearable
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data collector system (InSense). Finally, it is important to
highlight the work of Mann, who, since 1978, has been
working on his own family of devices. A total of five
generations have been proposed up to date, the last one
being presented in [6].
“Lets imagine a new approach to computing in
which the apparatus is always ready for use because
it is worn like clothing. The computer screen, which
also serves as a viewfinder, is visible at all times
and performs multi-modal computing (text and images)”.
Up to date, no consensus has yet been reached in the
literature with respect to naming this video perspective.
First Person Vision (FPV) is arguably the most commonly
used term, and will be used in the remainder of this
paper. It is worth noting that the term Egocentric Vision
has also recently grown in popularity, and can be used
interchangeably with the FPV.
In the awakening of this technological trend, Google announced the Project Glass in 2012. The company started
publishing short previews on the Internet demonstrating
the Glasses FPV recording capabilities. This was coupled
by the ability of the device to show relevant information
to the user through the head-up display (Figure 1(a)).
The main idea of the Project Glass is to use a wearable
computer to reduce the time between intention and
action [7].
By observing the trends in the number of apps dedicated
to smartphones, it is feasible to predict a similar growth
in the number of applications related to FPV. However,
important challenges such as privacy issues should be
solved before [8]. The range of potential applications
is wide and involves different fields, e.g. military applications, enterprise applications, consumer behaviour
[9], touristic purposes [10], massive surveillance [11],
medical applications [12] to name a few.
This paper summarizes the state of the art in FPV video
analysis, analyzing the challenges and opportunities cor-
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(a) Google glasses (U.S. Patent D659,741 - May 15, 2012)

(b) Microsof augmented reality glasses (U.S. Patent Application
20120293548 - Nov 22, 2012).

Fig. 1. Examples of the commercial smart patents. (a) Google patent of the smart glasses; (b) Microsoft patent of an
augmented reality wearable device.
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3 we briefly present the publicly-available FPV datasets.
Finally, section 4 discusses some future challenges and
research opportunities in this field.
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Fig. 2. Number of articles per year directly related to FPV
video analysis.

responding to the production and usage of the relevant
technological solutions. To the best of our knowledge,
the only paper summarizing the general ideas of the
FPV was [13], where a set of wearable devices were presented and the possible applications highlighted. Other
related works included the following: [14] reviewed
the activity recognition methods with multiple sensors;
[15] analyzed the use of wearable cameras for medical
applications; [3] analyzed some challenges of an active
wearable device. Eventually, a remarkable work was
carried out by the Media lab (MIT) in the late 1990s
and early 2000s, foreseeing a clear research line in FPV
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Figure 2 shows the growth in the
number of articles related to FPV video analysis between
1997 and 2013.
In the remainder of this paper, we summarize existent
methods in FPV according to a hierarchical structure.
Section 2 introduces general characteristics of FPV and
the hierarchical structure, which is later used to summarize the current methods according to the final objectives, subtasks performed and features used. In section

During the late 1990s and early 2000s the advances in
FPV analysis were mainly performed using highly elaborated devices, typically proprietary developed by the
research groups themselves. The list of devices proposed
during that time is wide and each device was usually
presented in conjunction with their potential applications. However, the emergence of these devices showed
a clear trend of embodiment with large arrays of sensors
which only envy from modern devices in their design,
size and commercial capabilities [6, 1, 2, 22, 3, 4, 23, 24].
Nowadays, current devices could be considered as the
embodiment of the futuristic perspective of those studies
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25].
Table 1 shows the currently-available commercial devices and their embedded sensors. These devices are presented in three groups: smart glasses, wearable cameras
and eye trackers. Smart glasses have multiple sensors,
processing capabilities and a head-up display. These
groups of specifications make them ideal to develop new
kind of methods and to improve the interaction between
the user and its device. Smart glasses are nowadays seen
as the starting point of an augmented reality system. On
the other side, wearable cameras are commonly used by
sportsmen and lifeloggers. However, the research community has been using them as a tool to develop methods and algorithms envisioning the commercial availability of smart glasses during the coming years. Finally,
eye trackers have been successfully applied to analyze
consumer behaviors in commercial environments.
In particular, FPV video analysis gives some methodological and practical advantages but also inherently
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Other projects such as Nissan, Telepathy, Olympus MEG4.0, Oculon and Atheer have been officially
announced by their producers but no technical specifications have been already presented.
According to unofficial online sources, other companies like Apple, Microsoft, Samsung, Sony, Oakley
could be working on their own versions of similar devices, however no information has been officially
announced up to date.
This data is created on April 2014.
In [13] one multi-sensor device is presented for research purposes.

On the other hand FPV itself also presents some challenges:
•

•
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bring a set of challenges that need to be addressed [13].
On one hand, FPV solves some problems of classic video
analysis and offers extra information:
•
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TABLE 1
Commercial approaches to wearable devices with FPV video recording capabilities

Videos of the main part of the scene: Wearable devices
allow the user to (even unknowingly) record the
parts of the scene most relevant for the analysis,
thus reducing the necessity for complex controlled
multi-camera systems [26].
Variability of the datasets: Due to the increasing commercial interest of the technology companies, a large
number of FPV videos is expected in the future,
making it possible for the researchers to obtain large
datasets that differ among themselves significantly.
Illumination and scene configuration: Changes in the
illumination and global scene characteristics could
be used as an important feature to detect the scene
in which the user is involved, e.g. detecting changes
in the place where the activity is held [27].
Internal state inference: According to [28], the eye
movements are directly influenced by the person’s
emotional state. In our opinion, this relationship
could be bidirectional, making possible to estimate
the user’s internal state.
Object positions: Because users tend to see the objects
while interacting with them, it is possible to take
advantage of the prior knowledge of the hands’ and
objects’ positions, e.g. active objects tend to be closer
to the center and hands tend to appear in the bottom
left and bottom right part of the frames [29]

•

•

•

Non static cameras: One of the main characteristics of
FPV videos is that cameras are always in movement.
This fact makes it difficult to differentiate between
the background and the foreground [30].
Illumination conditions: The locations of the videos
are highly variable and uncontrollable (e.g. visiting
a touristic place during a sunny day, driving a car
at night, brewing coffee in the kitchen). This makes
it necessary to deploy robust methods for dealing
with the variability in illumination.
Real time requirements: One of the motivations for
FPV video analysis is its potential of being used in
various daily activities. This implies the need for the
real time processing capabilities [31].
Video processing: Due to the embedded processing
capabilities of smart glasses, it is important to define
optimal computational strategies to optimize the
battery life, processing power and communication
limits among the processing units. At this point,
cloud computing could be seen as the most promising candidate tool to make from FPV video analysis
an applicable framework for daily use.

In addition to the general opportunities and challenges
presented above, there are other important aspects related to the objects that appear in FPV videos: i) The
number of objects to be detected is variable and un-
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2.1

Level 1. Objectives
1. Object recognition and tracking, 2.
Activity recognition, 3. Computer machine
interaction, 4. Video sumarization and
retrieval, 5. Physical scene reconstruction, 6.
Interaction detection

Level 2 - Subtasks
1. Background substraction, 2. Object
identiﬁcation, 3. Hand detection, 4. People
detection, 5. Object tracking, 6. Gesture
classiﬁcation, 7. Activity identiﬁcation, 8.
Activity as sequence analysis, 9. User
posture detection, 10. Global scene
identiﬁcation, 11. Scene mapping, 12. User
personal interests, 13. Head movement, 14.
Gaze estimation, 15. Feedback location

Methods and Algorithms
Classiﬁers
Graphic Probabilistic Models
Pyramid search
Temporal alignament
Tracking
Dataset labeling reduction
3D Mapping
Optimization

Level 3 - Features

1 Feature Point Descriptor, 2. Common
Sense, 3. Image Motion, 4. Texture, 5.
Saliency, 6. Image segmentation, 7.
Global scene descriptors, 8. Contours 9.
Colors, 10. Shape, 11. Orientantion

Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure to explain the state of the
art in FPV video analysis.

bounded (e.g. 1 hand and 1 object, 2 hands and 1 object,
2 hands and no other objects). ii) The type of objects
is undefined, especially in uncontrolled environments
[29]. iii) Objects appear at different scales (e.g. Looking
at cars from a panoramic view is different that looking
at cars while driving in a highway). iv) Objects could
be occulted by other objects [32]. v) Objects appear in
different states: ”A fridge looks different when its door
is open“ [32].
The rest of this chapter summarizes FPV video analysis
methods according to a hierarchical structure, as shown
in Figure 3. In the top of the figure, general objectives
and in the bottom the video sequence are shown. Section
2.1 summarizes the existent approaches according to 6
general objectives (Level 1). Section 2.2 divides those
objectives in 15 weakly dependent subtasks (Level 2).
Afterwards, section 2.3 briefly introduces the most used
image features (Level 3). Finally, section 2.4 summarizes
the quantitative and computational tools used to transform data from one level to the other. In the literature
review, we found that existent methods are commonly
presented as combinations of the aforementioned 4 parts.
However, no standard structure is presented and it is
difficult for other researchers to replicate existing methods or improve the state of the art. We propose this
hierarchical structure as an effort to alleviate this issue.

Objectives

Table 2 summarizes a total of 85 articles. The articles
are divided in six objectives according to the main task
addressed in each of them. On the left side of the table
the six objectives described in this section, and on the
right side, extra groups related to hardware, software,
related surveys and conceptual articles, are given. The
category named Particular Subtasks is used for articles
focused on one of the subtasks presented in section 2.2.
The last column shows the positive trend in the number
of articles per year. Last column is also plotted in Figure
2.
Note from the table that the most explored objective is
Object Recognition and Tracking. We identify it as the base
of more advanced objectives such as Activity Recognition,
Video Summarization and Retrieval and Physical Scene Reconstruction. Another highly explored objective is UserMachine Interaction because of its potential in Augmented
Reality. Finally, a recent research line denoted as Interaction detection allows the devices to infer the situations
in which the user is involved. Along with this section,
we present some details of how existent methods have
addressed each of these 6 objectives. One important
aspect is that some methods use multiple sensors in the
framework of data-fusion systems. At the end of some
objectives , several examples of data-fusion and multisensor approaches are mentioned.
2.1.1

Object recognition and tracking

Methods in this group address the problem of recognizing and tracking objects appearing in the user’s visual
field. Those objects could be defined prior to the analysis,
or could be arbitrary objects appearing in the recorded
environment [84]. Object recognition and tracking is the
most explored objective, and its results are commonly
used as the inputs for more advanced inferences. One
of the first applications of this objective is known as
“the virtual augmented memory device”, a system able
to differentiate objects and subsequently relate them
to previous information and experiences [35, 38]. The
virtual augmented memory used to be considered as a
promising tool in the research community. However, due
to its restrictions with respect to the number of objects,
its real applicability has not been achieved yet.
The authors in [51] proposed a Bayesian method to
recognize objects. This paper is commonly considered
as a modern seminal paper in object recognition. Later,
[29] published the first FPV challenging public dataset,
in conjunction with a first benchmark of object identification. That baseline is known by other authors as the
first benchmark for identification of handled objects. Afterwards, [66] showed that chaining background subtraction and object recognition is possible in order to achieve
a better object identification. Later, [70] developed a
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TABLE 2
Summary of the articles reviewed in FPV video analysis according to the main objective

[38]

# Articles Reviewed

2001

Related Surveys

[36]

Conceptual Articles

[35]

1997

Hardware

2000

Related Software

[18, 21]

Particular Subtasks

[18, 34]

Interaction Detection

1999

Physical Scene Reconstruction

[16]

Video Summarization and Retrieval

[17, 16, 33]

Extra Categories

User-Machine Interaction

Activity Recognition

1998

Year

Object Recognition and Tracking

Objective

[6]

1

[1]

4

[19]

[19]

5

[37]

[2]

4

[39, 40]

[41]

[42]

[43, 44]

2002

5
[44]

2

2003

[45]

[46, 47]

2004

[48, 49]

[22]

[22]

[50]

4

[51]

[53]

[54, 55]

[55]

[3]

6

[23]

[56, 57]

[4, 23]

4

2005

[51, 52]

2006

[11]

2007

[58, 59]

[58, 60, 59]

2008

[61]

[61]

2009

[29, 52]

[62, 63, 64]

2010

[66]

[12, 67]

[67, 68]

2011

[69, 70]

[71, 72]

[73, 71, 74]

2012
2013

[83, 84, 31, 85]

3
1

[65]

[77, 32, 78, 30, 79, 80]

[81]

[86]

[10]

4

[8]

4
[75, 76]
[26]

[27]

supervised method to reduce the video labeling requirements of the training stage. Recently, [32] highlighted
the importance of taking into account the changes in
the appearance of the objects when they are seen from
different perspectives. In 2013, Wang et al. proposed an
algorithm to recognize people in FPV videos [85].
A particular object to be detected and subsequently
segmented is the user’s hand. Hand detection and segmentation are widely studied fields. However, it is far
from being considered a solved problem, particularly
if changes in illumination and skin colors are taken
into account. According to [51], hand detection could be
divided into model and video based methods. In [51],
a mixture of both approaches is presented. Model-based
methods select the best matching configuration of hand
model (2D or 3D) to recreate the image that is being
shown in the video [89, 90, 91, 52]. These methods are
able to infer detailed information of the hands such as
approximate posture, but usually require large computational resources and are restricted to highly controlled
environments
Video-based methods use image features such as color
histograms to detect and segment the user’s hands.
These methods can be considered as the evolution of the
pixel-by-pixel skin classifiers proposed in [92], in which
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[82],

[87]

[24]
[13]
[88]

[7]

[14]

10

[13]

10

[15]

11

color histograms are used to decide if a pixel can be
classified as human skin or not. In [31], a mixture of
color histograms and visual flow was proposed, while
[10] used super-pixels and a random forest classifier.
Recently, [84] analyzed the discriminative power of
different features in pixel-by-pixel hand segmentation.
Afterwards, the same authors proposed in [83] a model
recommendation system which by using global features
of the frames is able to decide the best hand-segmentator
from a pool of models.
Once the objects are detected, it is possible to track their
movements. In the case of the hands, some authors use
as the reference point the coordinates of the hands [31],
while others go a step further and use dynamic models
[49, 57]. Dynamic models are widely studied and are
successfully used to track hands, external objects [60, 58,
60, 61, 59], or faces of other people [33].
2.1.2

Activity recognition

An intuitive step following object recognition is to use
the detected objects to infer the activity that the user
is performing (e.g. making tea, cooking, watching tv,
etc). In [64, 72], the relationship between activities and
objects is explored and modeled using a Bayesian net-
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work. Later, [32] uses Support Vector Machines (SVM)
to recognize the activities based only on the specific set
of required objects. According to [32], ”it’s all about the
objects being interacted with“. To support this argument
the authors propose an experiment assuming the ground
truth as perfect object detector.
Activity recognition could be considered as the field that
has taken particular benefits of using multiple sensors.
The use of multiple sensors started to grow in popularity
with the work of Clarkson et al. Here, information from
the FPV video and audio signals were fused to discriminate a set of basic activities [36, 34]. Later, [93] extended
the methods presented in [94, 95, 96], by using RadioFrequency Identification (RFID) to avoid explicit human
labeling of the objects. The authors in [63] use Inertial
Measurement Units. In [71, 68] the multiple sensors of
the SenseCam are used to recognize activities in a large
dataset recorded by multiple people. 1 Recently, [30]
provided the theoretical formulation for adding GPS
measurements to the task of activity recognition.
Eye trackers are other sensors that have been successfully fused with FPV videos for activity recognition. The
power of this fusion is explained by the capability of eye
trackers to differentiate between the users gaze and the
camera view. In words of Yarbus [28], “eye movement
reflects the human thought processes; so the observer’s
thought may be followed to some extent from records
of eye movement”. In [62], a mixture of eye-tracker,
hand-tracker, and a FPV video is used to understand the
sequence of actions performed by the user to accomplish
an activity. Afterwards, [78] improved previous results
in activity recognition by adding the user’s gaze to the
model. Recently, different authors have worked on methods for inferring the gaze using FPV videos [76, 75, 86].
2.1.3

User-machine interaction

As mentioned before, smart glasses open the door to new
ways of capturing interaction between the user and its
device. As expected, this interaction has been addressed
in two different ways, i.e. hardware and software. Due
to the scope of this article, we are only interested in the
software part, particularly, in the methods that are based
on FPV video. In order to simplify the explanation of the
current methods we divide this objective in two parts:
i) when the user sends information to the device and ii)
when the device gives a feedback to the user.
User-machine interaction using a camera is not a recent
idea. However, the applicability of classical methods in
FPV is limited, due to the uncontrolled characteristics of
this video perspective [91]. First approaches in this field
were motivated by the traditional way of user-computer
interaction. In those studies, the main idea was to use the
1. Wearable device developed by Microsoft Research in Cambridge,
UK.

hands instead of a mouse to interact with the computer
[37, 39].
Other approaches go one step ahead, looking for more
intuitive ways of interaction using the hands as the
input. [17] used a desk-mounted and a head-mounted
camera to recognize American signal language with an
efficiency of 92% and 98%, respectively. Later, [97] used
the hand position captured by an external camera to
create an interactive environment in conjunction with
a head-up display. Recently, [10] proposed a gesture
recognition method to interact with the device. The
proposed method recognizes five gestures: point out,
like, dislike, OK, victory. As it is evident, hand-tracking
methods can give important cues in this objective [98,
49, 99, 100, 49, 57], and make it possible to use variables
like position, speed or acceleration of the user’s hands.
In addition, the device needs to present relevant information to the user through the head-up display. An
optimal design of this feedback system is important, and
important issues must be considered. The authors in [45]
analyzed this kind of interaction and highlighted that
poorly designed feedback system could work against
the user’s performance in addressing relevant tasks. In
[65, 53, 81] the authors presented a group of methods to
optimally locate virtual labels in the user’s visual field,
without occluding the important parts of the scene.
2.1.4

Video summarization and retrieval

The objectives and issues of video summarization and
retrieval is perfectly captured in [41] with the following
sentences: We want to record our entire life by video.
However, the problem is how to handle such a huge
data. Purpose of the video summarization and retrieval
is to explore and visualize the most important parts
of large FPV video sequences [27]. This objective is
commonly achieved under two different strategies, the
first one consisting of software and databases to store the
information, and the second one consisting of methods
to summarize and explore the video sequences. The first
strategy is out of the scope of this survey. However,
interested reader is referred to [44, 22] for relevant
examples.
For the second strategy, [74] proposed a method for
extracting the important frames of the video using visual
flows. Later, [30] selected a short subsequence of the
video using the importance of the objects as the decision
criteria. Recently, [27] improved the importance criterion
of [30] by using the temporal relation of the objects
appearing in the video.
Video summarization has been also improved by the use
of multiple sensors. The authors in [41] use brain measurements to summarize FPV videos. Afterwards, [43]
improved the work of [41] by using brain measurements
only in the training phase. The use of other sensors such
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as gyroscopes, accelerometers, GPS , weather information and skin temperature, have been studied as well
[46, 47, 54].
2.1.5

Physical scene reconstruction

This objective aims at reconstructing a 2D or 3D map
of a scene recorded by a wearable camera. Physical
scene reconstruction in FPV started to grow in popularity with [60], which showed how, by using multiple
sensors, Kalman Filters and monoSLAM, it is possible to
elaborate a map of the user environment. This work was
extended in [58, 59] by adding object identification as a
preliminary stage. Furthermore, the same authors in [61]
used multiple cameras to improve the results. Recently,
[13] found that, by adding a second camera to the smart
device, it can be possible to reconstruct the 3D map of the
scene. The author highlighted the potential application
of his approach for blind navigation.
2.1.6

Interaction detection

The objectives described above are only focused on the
user of the device as the only person that matters in the
scene. However, none of them take into account the general situation in which the user is involved. We label the
group of methods to recognize the types of interaction
that the user is having with other people as “Interaction
Detection”. The first approach in this group is social
interaction detection as proposed by [26]. In their paper,
the authors inferred the gaze of the other people and
used it to recognize human interactions as monologues,
discussions or dialogues. Another approach in this field
was proposed by [87] which detected different behaviors of the people surrounding the user (e.g. hugging,
punching, throwing objects, among others).
2.2

Subtasks

As explained before, the objectives are highly dependent
among them. Moreover, it is common to find that the
output of one objective is subsequently used as the input
for the other (e.g. Activity recognition usually depends
upon object recognition). Because of this, researchers
usually address small subtasks and latter merge them to
accomplish the main objective. Based on the literature
review, we identify a total of 16 subtasks. Table 3 shows
the number of articles that use a subtask (columns) in
order to address a particular objective (rows). It is important to highlight the many-to-many relationship among
objectives and subtasks, which means that a subtask
could be used to address different objectives, and one
objective could require multiple subtasks. As examples:
i) hand detection as a subtask could be the objective
itself in object recognition, [31], but could also give
important cues in activity recognition, [78]; moreover, it
could be the main input in the user-machine interaction

[10]. ii) The authors in [32] performed object recognition
to subsequently identify the activity.
For the sake of simplicity, we omit separate explanation
of each of the considered subtasks. However, we feel that
the names are self-explanatory, with the possible exceptions of the following: i) Activity as a Sequence analyzes
an activity as a set of ordered steps; ii) Scene mapping
builds a 2D or 3D representation of the recorded scene;
iii) User Personal Interests identifies the interesting parts
for the user in the video sequence; iv) Feedback location
identifies the optimal place in the head-up display to
locate the virtual feedback without interfering with the
user visual field.
It is important to highlight the importance of Hand
detection from Table 3, which provides validation for its
use as the base for other methods. Global scene identification, as well as object identification stand out as two
important subtasks for activity recognition. Particularly,
object recognition supports the idea of [32], which states
that activity recognition is “all about objects”. Finally,
the use of gaze estimation in multiple objectives confirms
the ad-vantages of using eye-trackers in conjunction with
FPV videos.

2.3

Video and image features

As mentioned before, FPV implies dynamic changes in
the attributes and characteristics of the scene. Due to
these changes, an appropriate selection of the features to
use becomes important. The use of a particular feature
could imply a better performance - or a failure - in
dealing with the challenges of this video perspective
[101] (e.g changes in illumination, skin color variations,
rotation, translations, changes in the movement of the
camera [66, 29, 13]).
As is well known, feature selection is not a trivial task,
and usually implies an exhaustive search in the literature
to identify which of them lead to better results. Even
more, the literature is full of particular modifications to
deal with specific challenges. Table 4 shows the most
commonly used features in FPV used to address a particular subtask. The features are listed in the rows and
the subtasks in the columns. In general, all the features
are extracted from the video sequence. However, we also
show a category named “common sense”, which groups
the recent practices of data mining and cloud workforce
to extract information using the web [102, 30, 103, 93]. A
common practice is to mix or chain multiple features to
improve the performance or to accomplish independent
subtasks.
Note from Table 4 that color histograms are by far the
most commonly used feature for almost all the subtasks,
despite being highly criticized due to their dependence
on illumination and skin changes. Other group of features frequently used for different subtasks is the image
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1

Head Movement

2
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6

Scene Mapping
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Activity as Sequence Analysis

2
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(O4) Video summarization and retrieval
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Background Subtraction

TABLE 3
Number of times that a subtask is performed to accomplish a specific objective

2

3

4

4

1

4

4

1

2

Feature Point Descriptor

SURF
STIP

1

1
1
3

2

2

Motion vectors

3

1

Temporal templates

1
1

1
1

4

1

1

Wiccest

1

Edge histogram

1

Wavlets

1

1

GBVS

2

MSSS
Img. segmentation

1

Super-pixels

2

Blobs
Glob. scene

1

1
1

OWT-UCM

2

Color

Histograms

3

Orientation

3

GIST

Contour
Shapes

HOG
Gabor

Feedback Location

Gaze estimation

Head Movement

User Personal Interests

Scene Mapping

3
1

Amazon turk

Saliency

Global Scene Identification

3

Web mining

Texture

User Posture Detection

1

Objects required

Optical flow

Activity as Sequence Analysis

2
1

Priori spatial information

Image Motion

Activity Identification

Gesture Identification

1
1

ORB

Common Sense

Object Tracking

1

People detection

2

BRIEF

Hand Detection

Object Identification

SIFT

Background Subtraction

TABLE 4
Number of times that each features is used in each subtask

1

2
6

17

2

2

4

4

1

2
1

6

1

1
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motion. The use of Feature Point Descriptors (FPD) is
also worth noting. As expected, FPD are popular for
object identification. However, their application in FPV
for global scene identification is of particular interest.
Finally, common sense stands out as a useful strategy to
take advantages of the internet information in order to
reduce the training labeling requirements.
Table contains three columns without denoted features:
this is because Activity as a sequence is usually chained
with the output of short activity identification [21, 62,
73]. Scene Mapping initially detects the objects and subsequently maps them using a SLAM algorithm [59, 58,
61, 60]. Finally, User Posture is done in [23] using GPS
and accelerometers.

2.4

Methods and algorithms

Once that features have been selected and estimated, the
next step is to use them as inputs to reach the objective (outputs). At this point, quantitative methods start
playing the main role, and as expected, an appropriate
selection directly influences the quality of the results.
Table 5 shows the number of occurrences of each method
(rows) being used to accomplish a particular subtask
(columns).
The table shows that the most commonly used methods
are the classifiers, which are commonly used to assign
a category to an array of characteristics (see [104] for a
more detailed survey on classifiers). The use of classifiers
is wide and varies from general applications, such as
scene recognition [70], to more specific, such as activity
recognition given a set of objects [78]. Particularly, we
found that the most commonly used classifiers are the
SVM and the k-means. Other group of tools that stands
out are the Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM), which
are commonly used as a framework to combine multiple
sensors or to chain results from different methods (e.g.
to recognize the object and subsequently use it to infer
the activity). Other popular methods are trackers such as
Kalman filters and particle filters. These methods could
also be represented as PGMs, but we present them as
an extra category due to the specific subtasks that they
address.
The use of machine learning methods introduces an important question: how to train the algorithms on realistic
data without restricting their applicability? This question
is widely studied in the field of Artificial Intelligence,
and two different approaches are commonly followed,
namely unsupervised and supervised learning [105].
Unsupervised learning requires less human interaction
in training steps, but requires human interpretation of
the results. Additionally, unsupervised methods have
the advantage of being easily adaptable to changes in
the video (e.g. new objects in the scene or uncontrolled
environments [63]).

Regarding the supervised methods, their results are
easily interpretable but imply higher requirements in
the training stage. Supervised methods use a set of inputs, previously labeled, to be trained and subsequently
test their performance. Once the method is trained, it
can be used on new instances without any additional
human supervision. However, supervised methods are
more dependent upon the training data, which could
work against their performance when used on newlyintroduced data [32, 27, 63, 26, 93, 30]. In order to reduce
the training requirements and take advantage of the
internet information, some authors create their datasets
using services like Amazon Mechanical Turk [102, 30] or
automatic web mining [103, 93].
Weakly supervised learning is another commonly used
strategy, considered a middle point between supervised
and unsupervised learning. This strategy is used to improve the supervised methods in two aspects: i) extend
the capability of the classifier to deal with unexpected
data; and ii) reduce the necessity for large training
datasets. Following this, the authors of [67, 12] used
Bag of Features (BoF) to monitor the activity of people
with dementia. Later, [70, 72] used Multiple Instance
Learning (MIL) to recognize objects using general categories. Afterwards, [73] used BoF and Vector of Locally
Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) to temporally align a
sequence of videos.

3

P UBLIC

DATASETS

In order to support their results and create benchmarks
in FPV video analysis, some authors have provided
their datasets for public use to the academic community.
The first publicly available FPV dataset is released by
[51], and consists of a video containing 600 frames in
a controlled office environment recorded from the left
shoulder while the user interacts with five different
objects. Later, [29] proposes a larger dataset with two
people interacting with 42 object instances. The latter
one is commonly considered as the first challenging FPV
dataset because it guarantees the requirements identified
by [19]: i) Scale and texture variations, ii) Frame resolution, iii) Motion blur and iv) Occlusion by hand.
Table 6 presents a list of the publicly-available datasets,
along with their characteristics. Of particular interest are
the changes in the camera location, which have evolved
from shoulder-based to the head-based. These changes
are clearly explained by the trend of the smart glasses
and action cameras (see Table 1). Also noticeable are the
changes in the objectives of the datasets, moving from
low level such as object recognition, to more complex objectives like social interaction, gaze estimation and usermachine interaction. It should also be noted that less
controlled environments have recently been proposed
to improve the robustness of the methods in realistic
situations. In order to highlight the robustness of their
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1
1

1

Feedback Location

Gaze estimation
6

1
1
7

1

3

2
4
1

methods, several authors evaluated them on Youtube
sequences recorded using goPro cameras [74].

•

Another aspect to highlight from the table is the availability of multiple sensors in some of the datasets. For
instance, the Kitchen dataset [63] has four sensors, and
the GTEA approach [78] has eye tracking measurements.
•

C HALLENGES

2

5

Optimization

4

Head Movement

8

User Personal Interests

8

1

Scene Mapping

1

Global Scene Identification

3

User Posture Detection

12

1
3

Activity as Sequence Analysis

People detection

9

2

Activity Identification

Hand Detection

3

Gesture Identification

Object Identification

Classifiers
Probabilistic Graphical Models
Pyramid search
Temporal alignment
Tracking
Dataset Labeling reduction
SLAM methods

Object Tracking

Background Subtraction

TABLE 5
Mathematical and computational methods used in each subtask

AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Wearable devices such as smart glasses will presumptively constitute a significant share of the technology
market during the coming years, bringing new challenges and opportunities in video analytics. The interest
in the academic world has been growing in order to
satisfy the methodological requirements of this emerging
technology. This survey provides a summary of the state
of the art from the academic and commercial point of
view, and summarizes the hierarchical structure of the
existent methods. This paper shows the large number
of developments in the field during the last 20 years,
highlighting some of the up-coming lines of study.
From the commercial and regulatory point of view,
important issues must be faced before the proper commercialization of this new technology can take place.
Nowadays, the privacy of the recorded people is one
of the most discussed, as these kinds of devices are
commonly perceived as intruders [8]. Another important
aspect is the legal regulations imposed on these devices,
which commonly change depending on the country.
From the academic point of view, the research opportunities in FPV are wide. Under the light of this bibliographic
review, we identify 4 interesting fields:

•

•

5

Existent methods are proposed and executed in
videos previously recorded. However, none of them
seems to be able to work in a closed-loop fashion,
by continuously learning from users experiences.
We believe that a cognitive perspective could give
important cues to this aspect and could aid the
development of self-adaptive devices.
The personalization capabilities of smart glasses
open the door to new learning strategies. Incoming
methods should be able to receive personalized
training from the owner of the device. This kind
of approach can help alleviating problems such as
changes in the color skin.
This survey points to the evident focus of current
methods to address tasks accomplished by only one
user and its wearable device. However, cooperative
devices would be useful to increase the number of
applications in areas such as scene reconstruction,
military applications, cooperative games, sports and
so on.
Finally, regarding the processing units of the devices, important developments should be made in
order to optimally compute FPV methods without
draining the battery. Important cues to this problem
could be found in cloud computing and high performance computing.
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TABLE 6
Current datasets and sensors availability

Shoulder

3

3

O2

3

Going to the work

O2

3

2011

Park

O2

3

29

1

2012

Daily activities

O2

3

18

20

Kitchen recipes

GTEA

[72]

2011

Kitchen recipes

VINST

[73]

2011

UEC Dataset

[74]

ADL

[32]

Year
2009

3

3

3

3

43

7

4
1

Head

people

O2

[63]

Chest

objects

3

3

Kitchen.

Activities

3

2

Multiple locations

Eye Tracking

1

42

Desktop

2009

eWatch

5

3

2005

[29]

Body Media

3

O1

[51]

Intel

IMUs

Video

O1

Scene Recorded

Objective

Cam. Location

3

Hand Activity

3
3
3
3
3

UTE

[30]

2012

Daily activities

O4

3

4

3

Disney

[26]

2012

Thematic park

O6

3

8

3

GTEA (Gaze, Gaze+)

[78]

2012

Kitchen recipes

O2

3

10

3

EDSH

[84]

2013

Multiple locations

O1

3

-

-

3

JPL FPV Int. D.S

[87]

2013

Office building

O6

3

7

1

3

EGO-HSGR

[10]

2013

Library

O3

3

5

1

3

3
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